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Gun Dog Delivery on Facebook (en) Gun Dog Delivery on LinkedIn (en) Gun Dog Delivery on YouTube Gun Dog Forum sponsored by GD Delivery (en) Rankings resellers: GunDogSupply.com Gun Dog Delivery at SHOPPER APPROVED All words and photos are authored © 1997-2020, Gun Dog Supply or their respective owners. All
rights are reserved. Buy online with confidence when you order discount retriever dog hunting supplies, dog training equipment, K-9 accessories, and training products for your dog gun, bird dog, or working retriever. Your online purchase is protected by a secure server order. Browse our 100% satisfaction guarantee. Shop our dog closing
items, best deals, k9 discount prices, good deals, cheap stuff and other valuables for sale. Compare our products in reviews, reports, comparisons, and customer guides. OWNERS MANUAL Lights Indicator On/Off Button Bark Sensor Contact Points Switching Collar on click on/off next to contact points. One light will be a double flash.
The collar is now on. Motion Detection and Sleep Mode To save battery life, the Bark Limiter has a motion detector. The internal motion detector automatically turns off the collar whenever it does not move. However, minor movements will switch it back. The light stays off (sleep mode) if either movement or barking is not detected. The
increase in bark limiter intensity has five levels of correction. The flashing light indicates the current level. To increase the intensity, press and hold the button to turn off until you see the next glow of light intensity. Release the button. Once you release the button, the light for the new level will flash, confirming your new setting. The intensity
can only be increased by one level at a time. Reducing intensity When Level 5 is reached the next intensity change will move the intensity back to Level 1. Increase the level until you reach the desired intensity. Intensity check To see what intensity is chosen after the collar has been turned on just to move the collar. The light
corresponding to the chosen intensity will begin to blink. Features : Compact, easy to use, Five levels of intensity - set the intensity instantly with a single-press button , Bark Odometer ™ - counts the number of times your dog barks so you can determine its effectiveness, even when you're not at home, and then adjust the intensity as
needed - The inner cortex sensor is activated by the vocal cords and is designed to help minimize false stimulation - consistent and reliable. Intensity, and Low Battery - Choosing long or short contact points for different coat thickness - Strap easily tuned to the perfect fit with a dog of any size - Built-in sleep mode extends battery life in
normal use - runs on one replaceable cast battery 3v-CR2 3v-CR2 - The battery will last one year in normal use - the 30-day cash protection guarantee of the 1-year comprehensive Guarantee Page 2 Delay Collar function is not able to make adjustments for about 30 seconds after you turn it on or make a change in intensity. Turn off the
collar to turn off the collar when it is not in use. Press and hold the turn/off button for about three seconds until you see how the intensity light will move up to one level and then back to the original level. Release the button when the light returns to the original level. The light will sweep back and forth, then #3 the light will flash, confirming
that the collar is off. The intensity chosen when the collar is turned off will be maintained. Bark Odometer ™ When the crust limiter is turned off, it will report corrections that have occurred since the last turn on. Immediately after the device is turned off, #3 the light will flash once to confirm the shutdown. Then it will blink quickly (one flash
on the detected bark). Based on the number of these quick flashes, you know whether your dog needs a few fixes, a lot of fixes, or no fixes at all while you were away from home. Installing a bark limiter correctly bark limiter should be very snug to work properly and fix the dog consistently. To find the buckle in a better position for your
dog's neck size, you can adjust the strap by sliding it through molded slots. If the strap is too long for your dog, we recommend you cut off the excess in order to minimize your dog's ability to chew the strap. If your dog has a very tight undercoat, set long contact points. Use only the plastic key that comes with replacing contact points. Turn
off the collar before changing points of contact. Choosing Intensity If your dog has never used a bark collar before, remember that the dog needs some experience to understand what his own bark is causing the correction he feels. If your dog is not used to bark collars, start at low intensity. If the dog continues to bark normally for more
than 30 minutes, increase the intensity of one level. If the dog changes the way it barks, it means that it feels correction. Give the dog the experience of the day with a collar to learn to react without barking. If he's still barking then increase the level. If it overreacts to the correction, use a lower level. Continue until you find a level that
scares your dog away from barking. Remember that there will be a 30-second delay after the intensity change before the collar starts fixing. The Bark Limiter battery comes with a replacement battery. Replacing battery in Bark Limiter will give you up to one year Performance will be less in very cold weather. For better battery life, always
switch Bark Limiter when you turn it off Dog. If the first two lights flash at the same time when the device is on, the battery becomes low. If these two lights glow constantly when switching the collar, the battery has become too low to operate the collar and you have to replace the battery. Page 3 Battery Replacement uses one 3.0 volt CR2
lithium battery (Tri-Tronics #1181300). Remove the collar strap from the bark limiter. Unscrew the two screws at the bottom of the bark limiter, alternating between the screws until the two halves can be separated. Remove the old battery and install a new battery corresponding to the polarity. NOTE: Replacing the battery automatically
turns on the device and you will see that the light starts flashing. If the device doesn't turn on, you'll probably have the battery in reverse; Turn it around and check the function again. Thirty seconds after inserting the new battery, the collar will be able to stimulate. You might want to turn off your collar. Replace the battery cover gently,
making sure the pad is properly in place. Tighten the screws, alternating the screws. This is very important in order to maintain the waterproof integrity of the Bark Limiter that you make sure that the pad is in place smoothly and evenly around the perimeter of the battery cover without twists or folds. Replace the collar of the belt. NOTE:
The O-ring on the screw should be positioned under the screw head before the screws are tightened. Try these suggestions if your unit isn't working properly. If you are still in trouble, email us at support@tritronics.com or call 1-800-456-4343. The dog is still barking while wearing the Bark Limiter. The collar can be turned off. Make sure
the device is on. The collar is inactive for 30 seconds after the switched on or any change in intensity. Wait until the collar is active. The collar is not tight enough. Tighten the collar strap. The intensity is not high enough. Try the next level. Remember that it takes 30 seconds after the intensity change for the collar to become active again.
Contact points do not come into contact through the dog's undercoat. Use long contact points. Wiggle units around the dog's neck to work contact points through the coat. The collar light does not flash, although I turned on the collar. It is normal for the light to stop flashing when the device has not been moved. This is a battery-saving
sleep mode. The collar flashes while he's on the dog. Does that fix him even if he doesn't bark? No. Flashing light simply means that the collar is on. I can't force the collar off or the intensity to change the levels. Be sure to press and hold the switch firmly. My dog's skin is irritating where he was wearing a bark collar. Dogs with sensitive
skin may experience skin irritation if they wear the collar of the bark for too long at any given time, due contact points pressure. Do not use the bark collar until the irritation clears up. Do not use it for more than 10 hours every 24 hours. If the dog gets wet while wearing the bark collar, the likelihood of irritation increases. Using short contact
points will reduce the likelihood of skin irritation. If skin irritation is particularly severe, contact your veterinarian. Page 4 Service and Guarantee Bark Limiter is covered by a one-year guarantee on part and labor. The warranty does not apply to physical damage or abuse, or damage to the device or collar strap caused by chewing. The
warranty will also be void if the Bark limiter has been changed or if an unauthorized service has been attempted. If you send your Bark Limiter for repairs, we can replace it with a restored unit. Call or email us before you send bark Limiter to repair work. Clinical studies on animal safety have been developed and conducted for Tri-Tronics
by veterinarians and physiologists at a major university. Scientific studies have tested for possible cardiopulmonary and epidermal effects of the electrical stimulation of Tri-Tronics, applied to the abdominal surface of the neck of healthy dogs. These studies showed that there were no clinically significant changes in electrocardiograms,
blood pressure or the properties of the skin underlying contact points. Clinical studies were associated with parameters of electrical stimulation (e.g., maximum output voltage, output voltage, current density and recurrence rate) that were basically the same as that of Bark Limiter. The safety of Bark Limiter is strongly supported by
scientific, clinical data. To protect against skin irritation due to friction, examine the dog's neck at least once a day, especially in the early stages of use. The possibility that irritation will occur, albeit small, increases over time the collar on the dog. NOTE: Although Tri-Tronics products are safe, they are only intended for use on healthy dogs.
It is always wise to have your dog checked by a veterinarian before any type of training. Register the owner For a minute to fill out the owner's registration information online. This helps to ensure timely warranty work if you need it. Visit our website on www.tritronics.com. The third edition, January 2012 published by Tri-Tronics ®, Inc.,
Tucson, Arizona Copyright © 2009-2012 Tri-Tronics ®, Inc. All Rights reserved. Printed on the U.S. Product Information Website: www.tritronics.com Product Support and Customer Service Email: support@tritronics.com Phone: 1-800-456-4343General Business Phone: 520-290-6000 Fax: 520-722-9000 TriAddress-Tronics, Inc., 1705 S
Research Loop. Аригона 85710 1083828B 1083828B 1083828B tri tronics sport basic g3 manual. tri tronics classic 70 g3 manual. tri tronics pro 100 g3 manual. tri tronics flyway g3 exp manual. tri tronics upland g3 beeper manual. tri tronics sport basic g3 owner's manual
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